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Maintenance of a low intracellular Cl � concentration ([Cl �]i ) is critical for enabling inhibitory neuronal responses to GABAA receptor-
mediated signaling. Cl � transporters, including KCC2, and extracellular impermeant anions ([A]o ) of the extracellular matrix are both
proposed to be important regulators of [Cl �]i. Neurons of the reticular thalamic (RT) nucleus express reduced levels of KCC2, indicating
that GABAergic signaling may produce excitation in RT neurons. However, by performing perforated patch recordings and calcium
imaging experiments in rats (male and female), we find that [Cl �]i remains relatively low in RT neurons. Although we identify a small
contribution of [A]o to a low [Cl �]i in RT neurons, our results also demonstrate that reduced levels of KCC2 remain sufficient to maintain
low levels of Cl �. Reduced KCC2 levels, however, restrict the capacity of RT neurons to rapidly extrude Cl � following periods of elevated
GABAergic signaling. In a computational model of a local RT network featuring slow Cl � extrusion kinetics, similar to those we found
experimentally, model RT neurons are predisposed to an activity-dependent switch from GABA-mediated inhibition to excitation. By
decreasing the activity threshold required to produce excitatory GABAergic signaling, weaker stimuli are able to propagate activity within
the model RT nucleus. Our results indicate the importance of even diminished levels of KCC2 in maintaining inhibitory signaling within
the RT nucleus and suggest how this important activity choke point may be easily overcome in disorders such as epilepsy.
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Introduction
Proper inhibitory neurotransmission in the CNS is critical for
many neural processes (Wong et al., 2003; Kaila et al., 2014) and
is primarily mediated by the influx of chloride (Cl�) through the

GABAA receptor. However, if the concentration of intracellular
Cl� ([Cl�]i) is sufficiently elevated, then GABAA receptor acti-
vation enables Cl� efflux and neuronal depolarization (Cheru-
bini et al., 1990; Rohrbough and Spitzer, 1996; Staley and Smith,
2001). Thus, depending on the [Cl�]i, the actions of GABA can
be either inhibitory or excitatory.

The low [Cl�]i required for GABAergic inhibition is primarily
achieved by active Cl� extrusion driven by the K�-Cl� cotrans-
porter KCC2 (Payne et al., 1996; Rivera et al., 1999). However, neg-
atively charged, fixed macromolecules known as impermeant anions
can also promote a low [Cl�]i (Donnan, 1911), perhaps even more
prominently than KCC2 (Delpire and Staley, 2014; Glykys et al.,
2014a). To date, the relative contribution of KCC2 and impermeant
anions to [Cl�]i remains an open debate (Glykys et al., 2014b; Kaila et
al., 2014; Luhmann et al., 2014; Voipio et al., 2014; Doyon et al., 2016).

Evaluating the contributions of KCC2 and impermeant anions to
GABAergic processes that regulate global brain excitability is partic-
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Significance Statement

Precise regulation of intracellular Cl � levels ([Cl �]i ) preserves appropriate, often inhibitory, GABAergic signaling within the
brain. However, there is disagreement over the relative contribution of various mechanisms that maintain low [Cl �]i. We found
that the Cl � transporter KCC2 is an important Cl � extruder in the reticular thalamic (RT) nucleus, despite this nucleus having
remarkably low KCC2 immunoreactivity relative to other regions of the adult brain. We also identified a smaller contribution of
fixed, impermeant anions ([A]o ) to lowering [Cl �]i in RT neurons. Inhibitory signaling among RT neurons is important for
preventing excessive activation of RT neurons, which can be responsible for generating seizures. Our work suggests that KCC2
critically restricts the spread of activity within the RT nucleus.
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ularly pertinent for understanding seizure propagation. The re-
ticular thalamic (RT) nucleus envelops and critically regulates the
nuclei of the dorsal thalamus (Jones, 2007). Importantly, local
circuitry within the RT nucleus operates as an inhibitory choke
point that prevents the propagation of seizures (Huntsman et al.,
1999; Sohal and Huguenard, 2003; Paz and Huguenard, 2015;
Makinson et al., 2017). Notably, the RT nucleus is one of the few
adult brain regions with greatly reduced KCC2 expression (Ka-
naka et al., 2001; Barthó et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2012). Indeed, the
paucity of KCC2 in the RT nucleus suggests that GABAergic neu-
rotransmission within the nucleus is excitatory (Sun et al., 2012),
thus presenting a conundrum regarding the role of the RT nu-
cleus as an inhibitory seizure choke point.

Reciprocal GABAergic connections among RT neurons form
the basis of the thalamic seizure choke point (Ahlsén and Lindström,
1982; Yen et al., 1985; Pinault et al., 1997). Eliminating these connec-
tions increases thalamic excitability (Huntsman et al., 1999; Makin-
son et al., 2017) and possibly causes seizures (Homanics et al., 1997;
DeLorey et al., 1998). Computational modeling suggests that local
GABAergic signaling among RT neurons prevents the simultane-
ous activation of nearby neurons through an activity-vetoing
mechanism, thereby restricting seizure propagation (Sohal and
Huguenard, 2003). This model assumes that GABA is inhibitory,
an effect mediated by low [Cl�]i (Ulrich and Huguenard, 1997).
However, if GABA is excitatory due to low KCC2 expression, it
then remains unclear how the RT nucleus can function as a sei-
zure choke point.

In this study, we aim to better understand GABAergic regula-
tion of excitability within the RT nucleus. Using immunohisto-
chemistry, we confirm a reduced KCC2 expression in the RT
nucleus and further demonstrate that it remains low throughout
development. However, despite low KCC2 immunoreactivity, intra-
cellular, perforated patch-clamp recordings of RT neurons indicate
that the [Cl�]i is low, and that GABAergic signaling inhibits RT
neurons. We then show that impermeant anions, abundantly ex-
pressed in the RT nucleus, only moderately contribute to a low RT
[Cl�]i. Surprisingly, despite low RT immunoreactivity, KCC2 effec-
tively regulates basal [Cl�]i in RT neurons. However, diminished
KCC2 leaves RT neurons more susceptible to activity-dependent
Cl� accumulation, likely weakening the capacity of the RT inhibi-
tory choke point to prevent seizures.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Wild-type Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories)
and wild-type C57BL/6NJ mice (The Jackson Laboratory) of either sex
were used in these experiments. All experiments were approved by
the Institutional Care and Use Committee at the University of Virginia
(Charlottesville, VA), in accordance with the National Institutes of Health
guidelines.

Intracerebroventricular injections. In some instances, P0–P2 rats received
an intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection of an AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6s.
WPRE.SV40 viral vector (Penn Vector Core, AV-1-PV2824; supplied by
the GENIE Project, Janelia Research Campus, HHMI; Glascock et al.,
2011). Sterile microliter calibrated glass pipettes were filled with virus
diluted to �1 � 10 13 GC/ml in 0.1% trypan blue dye (Bio-Rad). Rats
were cryoanesthetized and the pipette was lowered through the skull, into
the lateral ventricle. A picospritzer (Picospritzer III, Parker Hannifin) was
used to deliver 3 �l of virus solution into each lateral ventricle. Animals were
then returned to the dam to allow time for GCaMP6s expression.

Slice preparation. P10 –P20 animals were deeply anesthetized with pen-
tobarbital and then transcardially perfused with an ice-cold protective
recovery solution containing the following (in mM): 92 NMDG, 26
NaHCO3, 25 glucose, 20 HEPES, 10 MgSO4, 5 Na-ascorbate, 3 Na-
pyruvate, 2.5 KCl, 2 thiourea, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 0.5 CaCl2, titrated to a pH
of 7.3–7.4 with HCl (Ting et al., 2014). Horizontal slices (250 �m) con-

taining the thalamus were cut in ice-cold protective recovery solution
using a vibratome (VT1200, Leica Biosystems). Slices were trimmed to
remove the hippocampus and cortex, and then transferred to protective
recovery solution maintained at 32–34°C for 12 min. Brain slices were
kept in room temperature aCSF consisting of the following (in mM): 126
NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 10 glucose, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgSO4.
All solutions were equilibrated with 95% O2/5% CO2.

Electrophysiology. Intracellular recordings were performed in a sub-
merged chamber, with slices situated on nylon netting and perfused with
warm (31–33°C) oxygenated aCSF at 2.5 ml/min. All experiments were
performed in the presence of kynurenic acid (3 mM) and CGP 55845 (100
nM) to block AMPA, NMDA, and GABAB receptors, and TTX (1 �M) to
block sodium channel activation. Cadmium chloride (100 �M) was used
to block voltage-dependent calcium channel activation in all Cl � extru-
sion experiments. Thalamic neurons were visualized using infrared Dodt
gradient contrast illumination on a Zeiss Axio Examiner.A1 microscope
(Zeiss Microscopy) and an sCMOS camera (ORCA-Flash4.0, Hamamatsu).
Recording pipettes were pulled from thick-walled borosilicate capillary
glass (Sutter Instruments) using a P1000 puller (Sutter Instruments) and
were filled with the following (in mM): 130 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 0.07 CaCl2,
10 HEPES, 0.1 EGTA (pH-adjusted to 7.3 with KOH, osmolarity 300
mOsm). Pipettes had a 3– 4 M� tip resistance. Gramicidin (dissolved in
DMSO) was added to prefiltered internal solution to produce a final
concentration of 5 �g/ml and sonicated for 30 s. For one set of experi-
ments (see Fig. 6) a CsCl internal pipette solution, containing the follow-
ing (in mM): 132 CsCl, 10 HEPES, 0.5 EGTA, 2 MgCl2, 0.16 CaCl2, and 5
QX-314 (pH-adjusted to 7.3 with KOH, osmolarity 295 mOsm) was used
(Sun et al., 2012).

High resistance (�0.8 G�) cell-attached seals were obtained through
the application of negative pressure. Changes in access resistance due to
gramicidin pore formation were monitored by repeatedly delivering 20
mV hyperpolarizing voltage steps. Access resistance was measured from
the transient responses to the applied voltage steps using established
methods (Ulrich and Huguenard, 1997). Appropriate pore formation
was indicated by access resistance measurements of 50 –100 M�, typi-
cally achieved within 10 – 40 min. Rapid drops in access resistance at any
point during these experiments were indicative of a ruptured membrane
patch and these recordings were discarded. The GABAA receptor agonist
muscimol (Abcam) was dissolved in aCSF (100 �M) and applied through
a patch pipette adjacent to the cell body of the recorded neuron using 10
ms pressure puffs (Picospritzer III). Membrane potentials were all cor-
rected for the voltage drop across the series resistance.

Data were acquired in pClamp software (Molecular Devices) using a Mul-
ticlamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices), low-pass filtered at 2 kHz, and
digitized at 10 kHz (Digidata 1440A, Molecular Devices). Data analysis was
performed using custom written scripts in MATLAB (MathWorks).

Calcium imaging. As with the electrophysiology experiments described
above, acute brain slices were prepared from P10 –P20 animals that re-
ceived an ICV injection of AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 at P0 –P2.
Recordings were performed at 31–33°C in aCSF containing: kynurenic
acid (3 mM), CGP 55845 (100 nM), and TTX (1 �M). Illumination was
provided by a DG-4 arc lamp (Sutter Instruments) using a 470 � 22 nm
bandpass excitation filter. Images were acquired with HCImage software
(Hamamatsu) at 10 Hz using a 10�/NA0.2 lens. Chemical stimuli were
applied with a custom built local perfusion system, which enabled con-
trolled delivery of aCSF with added 5 �M muscimol or 10 mM KCl to the
field of imaged RT neurons. Images were analyzed off-line, using custom
written scripts in MATLAB to measure changes in image intensity within
user defined ROIs.

Drugs and solutions. All drugs used were applied in aCSF. VU0463271
(N-cyclopropyl-N-(4-methyl-2-thiazolyl)-2-[(6-phenyl-3-pyridazinyl)
thio]acetamide; Bio-Techne) was diluted from a 10 mM stock in DMSO
to a concentration of 10 �M in aCSF. A 50 U/ml stock of Chondroitinase
ABC (ChABC; Sigma-Aldrich) was made in 0.1% BSA and diluted down
to 0.4 U/ml in aCSF.

Histochemistry. At P5, 10, 15, 20 and 40, animals were deeply anesthe-
tized with pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with PBS, followed
by ice-cold 4% PFA in PBS (both pH 7.4). Brains were postfixed over-
night in 4% PFA at 4°C. Horizontal sections (40 �m) containing the
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thalamus were obtained using a vibratome (VT1000S, Leica Biosystems).
Free-floating sections were washed in PBS and then treated with 0.1%
sodium borohydride in PBS for 15 min to reduce autofluorescence. Sec-
tions were washed with PBS, blocked with 2% normal goat serum and
Fab fragment of goat anti-mouse IgG (1:500; Jackson ImmunoResearch)
in PBS for 4 h at room temperature, and then washed with PBS. Sections
were incubated overnight at 4°C with combined primary antibodies for
either KCC2 and parvalbumin (rabbit anti-KCC2, 1:500, EMD Milli-
pore; mouse anti-parvalbumin, 1:2000, Sigma-Aldrich) or parvalbumin
and fluorescein labeled Wisteria floribunda agglutinin (1:2000; Vector
Laboratories) in PBS with 1% normal goat serum. Sections were washed
in PBS and then incubated overnight at 4°C with appropriate combina-
tions of secondary antibodies (donkey �-mouse AF488 and donkey
�-rabbit Cy3 for KCC2 labeling, donkey �-mouse Cy3 for WFA labeling;
all 1:200 in PBS with 1% normal goat serum, Jackson ImmunoResearch).
Sections were washed in PBS and mounted with Vectashield (Vector
Laboratories).

A subset of histochemical experiments were performed in 300 �m
sections prepared as described for use in electrophysiological experi-
ments. Horizontal sections were then bisected and one hemisphere was
incubated at 37°C in 0.4 U/ml ChABC, whereas the other hemisphere was
incubated in aCSF. These sections were then postfixed in 4% PFA for 12 h
before being stained for parvalbumin and WFA as described above.

All images were obtained with a Neurolucida system (MicroBright-
field) with an Axioskop microscope driven stage and an AxioCam MRc
camera (Zeiss Microscopy). All staining and imaging was performed in
batches where a set of sections representing all age groups were processed
simultaneously. This allowed for us to control for between experiment
variability in measured labeling. Images were analyzed using custom
written scripts in MATLAB, which allowed for evaluation by two inde-
pendent, blinded, investigators.

Computational modeling. This model was based on those of Sohal et al.
(2003) and Jedlicka et al. (2011). Simulated networks contained 100 RT
cells, each of which was modeled as a single compartment. All simula-
tions were run using NEURON (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) at a tem-
perature of 31°C and with a time step of 0.1 ms.

Intrinsic properties. Each RT cell consisted of a cylinder with a length of
20 �m and a diameter of 10 �m, based on the dimensions of neurons
observed during our electrophysiological experiments. All cells had the
following properties: (1) a specific membrane capacitance of 1 �F/cm 2,
(2) an axial resistivity of 100 � � cm (Destexhe et al., 1996), (3) a leak
current with a reversal potential of �70 mV and a conductance that was
randomly selected from a uniform distribution between 45 and 55 �S/
cm 2 (Sohal and Huguenard, 2003), (4) Na � and K � currents underlying
action potentials (INa, IK), (5) a low-threshold Ca 2� current (ITs), and
(6) a Ca 2�-dependent K current (IKCa), and (7) a GABAA receptor-
mediated current comprising a Cl � current (ICl) and a nonspecific cur-
rent that represents HCO3

� flow (IHCO3). Kinetics and details for INa, IK,
ITs, IKCa and the kinetics of intracellular Ca 2� ([Ca 2�]i) were taken from
Sohal et al. (2003). The following changes were implemented: (1) the K �

reversal potential was fixed at �104 mV, (2) the spike threshold was set to
�47 mV (Muñoz and Fuentealba, 2012), and (3) ITs followed the con-
stant field equation with permeability pTs 	 10 �4 cm/s. Properties of ICl

and IHCO3 were taken from Jedlicka et al. (2011), except for the following:
(1) extracellular Cl � concentration was set to 130.5 mM, (2) the conduc-
tance ratio gCl:gHCO3 was 4:1, and (3) the peak GABAA conductance
(gpeak) per synapse was set to 2.5 nS, or up to 20 nS per cell.

Chloride dynamics. Kinetics of [Cl �]i were adapted from Jedlicka et al.
(2011). [Cl �]i was computed in a submembrane compartment with a
depth of 0.5 �m, allowed to diffuse radially with a diffusion coefficient of
2 �m 2/ms, and was actively extruded (representing the action of KCC2)
via Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The dissociation constant (Kd) of Cl �

extrusion was 15 mM and the maximum flux was computed by: Vmax 	
(Cl
 � Kd)/�KCC2. In this equation, Cl
 (the steady-state value of [Cl �]i)
was 8 mM. A range of values (4 – 64 s) for �KCC2 (the extrusion time
constant when [Cl �]i � Cl
) were examined. A constant Cl � leak cur-
rent balanced the steady-state extrusion rate.

Network architecture. RT cells were organized in a simple, linear array.
All connections were local and topographic, such that each RT cell

projected to the eight nearest RT cells (Sohal and Huguenard, 2003). An
action potential was counted when the membrane voltage reached 0 mV.
Following a synaptic delay of 1 ms, GABAA receptors were activated
according to kinetics described by Jedlicka et al. (2011). The rise and
decay time constants of GABAA currents were 0.1 and 50 ms, respec-
tively, and the baseline GABAA reversal potential was set to �62 mV,
based on our data (see Fig. 2C).

Simulation protocol. In each simulation, the network was allowed to
initially equilibrate for 3 s. Following this period, action potential activity
was elicited in three central cells (Cells 46, 51, and 56) by applying brief
(100 �s, 4 nA) and repetitive current pulses. In stimulated cells pTs and
gKCa (conductance of IKCa) were set to zero to better control firing be-
havior. We tested a range of stimulation frequencies (1– 60 Hz), delivered
for a total duration of 200 s. Total simulation duration was 233 s.

Experimental design and statistical analysis. Throughout this study, mea-
surements from neurons in the ventrobasal (VB) thalamic nuclei were used
as controls for observations from RT neurons. All histochemical experi-
ments were performed in brain slices from four rats and four mice per age
group (2 male, 2 female; both hemispheres from �3 slices per animal were
analyzed). The number of recordings for basal measures of EGABA (RT: 7 male,
6 female; VB: 7 male, 7 female) and Cl� extrusion (RT: 6 male, 5 female; VB: 7
male,8female)reflectthenumberofanimalsused,withrecordingsfromRTand
VB neurons at times occurring within the same subject.

When possible, drug-induced effects were compared against base-
line recordings in the same neuron. Each recording of the impact of
VU0463271 on basal EGABA (RT: 3 male, 2 female; VB: 1 male, 4 female),
basal EGABA when using a Cs-based recording solution (RT: 4 male, 1
female; VB: 3 male, 2 female) and Cl � extrusion (RT: 2 male, 4 female;
VB: 4 male, 4 female) reflects an independent subject, except where re-
cordings from RT and VB neurons occurred within brain slices of the
same animal.

The time course of ChABC experiments prohibited pretreatment and
posttreatment recordings from the same neuron, so control recordings
were obtained from sham-treated neurons. Each measure of the impact
of ChABC treatment on basal EGABA (RT control: 3 male, 5 female; RT
ChABC: 4 male, 3 female; VB control: 3 male, 7 female; VB ChABC: 4
male, 3 female), Cl � extrusion (RT control: 2 male, 2 female; RT ChABC:
1 male, 2 female; VB control: 4 male, 1 female; VB ChABC: 2 male, 2
female), and basal EGABA when combined with VU0463271 (RT control:
4 male, 4 female; RT ChABC: 2 male, 2 female) reflects the number of
animals used, with recordings from RT and VB neurons at times occur-
ring within the same subject. Control and ChABC-treated recordings
were always performed in different brain slices.

In calcium imaging experiments, muscimol and elevated KCl re-
sponses were evaluated in each brain slice, with the KCl treatment being
a positive control for the change in fluorescence associated with a mild
depolarization. For evaluating the overall distribution of responses, the
change in fluorescence of each detected RT neuron was compared (Mus-
cimol: 1772; KCl: 1728). Photobleaching and shifting tissue, among
other factors, result in a differing number of detectable cells in experi-
ments performed in the same brain slice. The typical response to musci-
mol and elevated KCl was evaluated by comparing the median change in
fluorescence that a treatment evoked within each subject (5 male, 2 fe-
male, average of 1.7 slices per animal). Similar comparisons were made in
experiments where brain slices were preincubated in VU0463271 before
calcium imaging (Muscimol�VU0463271: 1772 cells; KCl�VU0463271: 1728
cells; 3 male, 3 female, average of 1.8 slices per animal).

All statistical tests were performed in MATLAB. Unless otherwise
noted, statistical tests to determine the significance of differences be-
tween groups were performed using unpaired or paired Student’s t test.
When used, ANOVA tests were followed by a post hoc Tukey’s HSD
analysis. Comparisons requiring a nonparametric factorial analysis were
calculated using a two-way aligned rank transform ANOVA (Wobbrock
et al., 2011). This method independently rank transforms the data to
separate the contributions of the main effects and interactions. After the
data has been aligned and ranked, a regular parametric ANOVA with
Tukey’s HSD post hoc testing can be used to analyze each individual
effect. Group measures are presented as mean � SEM. The threshold for
differences to be considered significant was set at p � 0.05.
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Results
The goal of our study was to resolve how intracellular Cl� is
regulated in the RT nucleus, a structure proposed to serve as an
important seizure choke point. We used anatomical and functional
approaches to determine the relative contributions of KCC2 and
impermeant anions to setting basal [Cl�]i in RT neurons. We also
assessed the degree to which these two mechanisms define the
activity-dependent, Cl� extrusion capacity of RT neurons. Fi-
nally, we incorporated our observations into a computational
model of a local RT network to better understand how seizure
propagation within this network might depend on the properties
of Cl� regulation. Collectively, our experimental and computa-
tional results suggest that the weak Cl� extrusion capacity of RT
neurons is sufficient to support basal inhibitory, GABAergic sig-
naling, but that the nucleus is susceptible to an activity-
dependent switch from synaptic inhibition to excitation.

KCC2 expression is low, but present in RT neurons
As a major Cl� transporter in the CNS, KCC2 is thought to
critically maintain the low [Cl�]i that enables inhibitory, GABAA

receptor-mediated signaling in adult neurons (Kaila et al., 2014).
Interestingly, the RT nucleus is one of only a small number of
regions in the adult rat brain with minimal KCC2 mRNA expres-
sion (Kanaka et al., 2001). Reduced expression of KCC2 protein is
also observed in the RT nucleus of adult rats (Barthó et al., 2004)
and mice (Sun et al., 2012). Anatomical assays primarily served as
the basis for these previous measures.

The developmental upregulation of KCC2 in most brain re-
gions is well established (Kaila et al., 2014). However, to our

knowledge, this phenomenon has not been examined in the thala-
mus. Therefore, we began our study by measuring KCC2 immuno-
reactivity within the rodent thalamus as a function of age (P5–P40;
Fig. 1). To control for experimental variability, we concurrently
performed immunohistochemistry on sets of brain slices repre-
senting all age groups. As in other brain structures, thalamic
KCC2 immunoreactivity increased with age in the rats we exam-
ined (F(4,146) 	 2.60, p 	 0.038, n 	 4, two-way ANOVA; Fig. 1B).
Specifically, overall KCC2 immunoreactivity was low throughout
the thalamus of P5 rats (21.3 � 1.3 A.U.), and increased thereaf-
ter (P20 rats: 47.4 � 8.7 A.U., p 	 0.049; P40 rats: 47.4 � 6.0 A.U.,
p 	 0.033). Whereas immunoreactivity in both the VB thalamus
and RT nucleus increased with age, the effect was blunted in RT.
These results suggest that KCC2 is expressed in the adult rat RT
nucleus, albeit at relatively lower levels than observed in VB thal-
amus (F(1,146) 	 8.37, p 	 0.0044, n 	 4, two-way ANOVA). We
detected a similar pattern of KCC2 staining in P10 –P40 mice
(Fig. 1B).

In addition to gross, age-dependent differences in KCC2 im-
munoreactivity, we also observed that the distribution of KCC2
expression was not even throughout RT, particularly in adult rats
and mice. To quantify KCC2 immunoreactivity, we drew a linear
ROI that extended from the anterior-most edge to the lateral-
most edge of the RT nucleus (Fig. 1A, bottom left). This line
bisected the RT nucleus, and then automatically expanded to a
width of 75 �m. This linear ROI was further subdivided into 10
equal segments that were numbered from 1 (anterior-most) to 10
(lateral-most; Fig. 1C). The mean fluorescence intensity within
each segment was calculated.

Figure 1. KCC2 expression is low in RT neurons throughout development. A, Immunofluorescence of parvalbumin (green) and KCC2 (red) in horizontal sections of rat thalamus at different
developmental time points. All images are oriented with the anterior (A) aspect of the thalamus toward the top, the lateral (L) aspect toward the right and the internal capsule (IC) toward the top
right corner of the image. Dotted lines indicate the boundaries of the RT nucleus in the enlarged images. B, KCC2 immunofluorescence increased across the ages we tested. KCC2 labeling was
consistently lower in the RT nucleus, relative to VB, across the ages tested. A similar pattern of KCC2 labeling was observed in mice. C, Schematic of methodology for measuring regional variability
in KCC2 intensity across segments of the RT nucleus. Intensity of KCC2 labeling was measured in an ROI, subdivided into 10 segments, that extended from the anterior to the lateral extent of the RT
nucleus (A, bottom left) and values were normalized to the mean intensity across this entire span. D, KCC2 labeling was consistent throughout the span of the RT nucleus at P10, but showed
significant regional variability in P40 rats and mice. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.
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We quantified KCC2 immunoreactivity in each segment
along the anterior-to-lateral axis, relative to the mean intensity
level across all RT segments of each slice (Fig. 1D), an approach to
account for slice-to-slice staining variability. When expression
was quantified in this manner in P40 rats, we observed that KCC2
levels were not uniform across segments of the RT nucleus
(F(10,200) 	 39.4, p � 0.001, n 	 4, one-way ANOVA). This find-
ing establishes that KCC2 immunoreactivity varies according to
location within the RT nucleus. To discern specific immunoreac-
tive differences among the segments, we compared individual
segment means to the overall mean across all RT segments.

Relative to the overall RT mean, KCC2 immunoreactivity was
elevated in the two anterior-most segments of the adult rat RT
nucleus (Segment 1: 134 � 5.5%, p � 0.001; Segment 2: 120 �
3.3%, p � 0.001), as well as in the lateral-most segment (Segment
10: 116 � 3.6%, p 	 0.004). Centrally located segments, on the
other hand, had much reduced KCC2 immunoreactivity (Seg-
ment 6: 82 � 2.5%, p � 0.001; Segment 7: 79 � 2.6%, p � 0.001;
Segment 8: 81 � 3.1%, p � 0.001).

Next, we applied the aforementioned approach to younger,
P10 rats. Although KCC2 levels varied minimally along the extent
of the RT nucleus in P10 rats (F(10,144) 	 2.35, p 	 0.013, n 	 4,
one-way ANOVA), no significant differences relative to the over-
all RT mean were observed. These results suggest that there is
greater regional variability in KCC2 immunoreactivity in the RT
nucleus of P40 rats than of P10 rats. We observed a broadly
similar pattern of KCC2 immunoreactivity in mice (Fig. 1D).

Collectively, our results indicate that KCC2 expression is con-
sistently lower in RT neurons than VB neurons throughout the
first few postnatal weeks, in agreement with prior reports (Ka-
naka et al., 2001; Barthó et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2012). However, it
remained unclear the extent to which detected immunoreactivity
in the RT nucleus was due to KCC2 protein expression or
nonspecific labeling. Therefore, we decided to use functional
measurements to assess whether diminished KCC2 reduces the
capacity of RT neurons to maintain a low [Cl�]i.

[Cl �]i is relatively low in RT neurons
Based on our observation that KCC2 immunoreactivity is low in
RT neurons, we expected to find elevated [Cl�]i in these neurons.
If true, then GABAergic signaling in RT neurons would likely be
excitatory. To assess [Cl�]i in RT neurons without perturbing
the intracellular Cl� gradient, we performed gramicidin perfo-
rated patch recordings in RT neurons of P10 –P20 rats.

Successful patch perforation was indicated when access resis-
tance measurements reached 50–100 M�. Neurons were voltage-
clamped at �70 mV and then stepped to a command potential
between �110 and �20 mV for 2.5 of each 15 s sweep. These 10
voltage steps were given in a randomized order to reduce experimen-
tally induced Cl� loading. The GABAA receptor agonist muscimol
(100 �M) was pressure-applied to the soma of the voltage-
clamped neuron for 10 ms during each voltage step. We adjusted
the pressure used for agonist application so that GABA-evoked
currents fully decayed within 2 s from application.

Current–voltage ( I–V) relationships were plotted for both the
leak current and the muscimol-induced current, and the voltage
at which these currents was equal indicated the reversal potential
for the GABA-induced current (EGABA). EGABA is largely deter-
mined by ECl, with EHCO (the reversal potential for bicarbonate
ions) providing a smaller contribution (Bormann et al., 1987;
Staley et al., 1995). We did not isolate the relative contributions of
ECl and EHCO to EGABA in our recordings, so our calculations may
slightly overestimate the [Cl�]i of RT neurons (Staley et al.,

1995). We corrected all measurements for the voltage drop across
the series resistance.

We determined that RT neurons have an EGABA of�62�3.0 mV
(n 	 13; Fig. 2A,C). For comparison, EGABA was also measured in
VB neurons, where it was found to be significantly more hyperpo-
larized than in RT neurons (�79 � 2.7 mV, t(25) 	 4.15, p � 0.001,
n 	 14; Fig. 2B,C). Based on our recording solutions, [Cl�]i was
�12 mM in RT neurons and �6 mM in VB neurons. Interestingly,
although we measured a very consistent EGABA in the majority of VB
neurons, this parameter was more variable among RT neurons. The
RT nucleus contains a heterogeneous population of neuronal sub-
types, each associated with distinct functional characteristics (Lee et
al., 2007; Halassa et al., 2014; Clemente-Perez et al., 2017), and may
provide a source of this variability. Our electrophysiological record-
ings were targeted to the central section of the RT nucleus, and likely
include both parvalbumin- and somatostatin-positive RT neuron
subtypes (Clemente-Perez et al., 2017).

Although gramicidin perforated patch recordings are de-
signed to maintain physiological [Cl�]i in neurons, the low ex-
perimental yield afforded by this technique limits the ability to
make observations in large populations of neurons. Therefore,
we also examined the response of RT neurons to GABAA receptor
stimulation using GCaMP6s-based calcium imaging. Acute brain
slices, where GCaMP6s had been virally transfected into RT neu-
rons, were prepared and a local perfusion system was used to
deliver test compounds in proximity to the RT nucleus (Fig. 2D).
Cell-intrinsic responses to muscimol stimulation were isolated by
blocking AMPA, NMDA, and GABAB receptors, as well as voltage-
gated sodium channels. A 2 min application of muscimol (5 �M)
caused a decrease in the fluorescence of most, but not all, RT neurons
(Fig. 2E,G). However, subsequently depolarizing the RT neurons
with the addition of 10 mM KCl (12.5 mM in total) for 2 min induced
a robust increase in fluorescence (Fig. 2F,G). Based on EK measure-
ments of RT neurons (McCormick and Prince, 1986), the high-K�

test solution should depolarize neurons to ��45 mV. Compared
across animals, 10 mM KCl produced a significantly greater median
increase in fluorescence (22.3%, interquartile range 12.1–42.7%,
n 	 1728 cells, n 	 7 animals; Fig. 2G) than the mild decrease fol-
lowing muscimol stimulation (�2.8%, interquartile range �7.1–
4.8%, n 	 1772 cells, n 	 7 animals, Z 	 44.86, p � 0.001, Wilcoxon
rank sum test).

Because KCC2 immunoreactivity is reduced in the RT nu-
cleus, the observation that [Cl�]i remained low, and GABAergic
signaling remained inhibitory, in most RT neurons was unex-
pected. Considering that KCC2 immunoreactivity was low in the
RT nucleus (Fig. 1), we were motivated to determine whether
extracellular impermeant anions ([A]o) contribute to Cl� regu-
lation in RT neurons (Glykys et al., 2014a).

Although elevated in RT neurons, [A]o contribute only mildly
to setting EGABA

Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) are major extracellu-
lar matrix proteins that contain abundant, negatively charged,
sulfate groups, thus making them a significant source of [A]o

(Bandtlow and Zimmermann, 2000; Glykys et al., 2014a). The
disaccharide formed by N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic
acid is bound by the plant lectin Wisteria floribunda agglutinin
(WFA), and therefore can be used to label chondroitin sulfate
glycosaminoglycan elements of CSPGs (Horii-Hayashi et al.,
2015). WFA staining showed that the CSPGs surrounding RT
neurons increase during development from P5–P40 (Fig. 3).

We first examined the overall levels of WFA fluorescence in
the thalamus across the different ages of rats we tested. As with
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Figure 2. RT neurons maintain a relatively low [Cl �]i. Gramicidin perforated patch recordings of muscimol-induced (100 �M, 10 ms) currents from RT (A) and VB (B) neurons at various command
potentials. The leak current has been subtracted from the representative traces. The intersection of the prestimulation leak current and the muscimol-induced current was used to determine the
GABAA receptor-mediated equilibrium potential (EGABA, red arrow). C, The EGABA of RT neurons was more depolarized than in VB neurons, yet remained at levels that likely support inhibitory
GABAergic signaling. D, GCaMP6s was expressed in RT neurons for calcium imaging experiments and a local perfusion system provided timed delivery of muscimol (5 �M) or elevated KCl (�10 mM)
to the imaged RT nucleus. E, Two minute application of muscimol mostly decreased the fluorescence of RT neurons. ROIs drawn around GCaMP6s-expressing RT neurons are colored according to their
peak change in fluorescence. Representative examples of neurons displaying the minimum (E1), median (E2), and maximum (E3) fluorescence change in a particular brain slice following muscimol
application. F, Two minutes of elevated KCl produced a nearly uniform increase in the fluorescence of RT neurons. Examples of the minimum (F1), median (F2), and maximum (F3) fluorescence
changes evoked by elevated KCl application. G, Histograms comparing induced responses in all cells imaged, across multiple animals, shows that the median response (dotted line) to muscimol was
a slight decrease in fluorescence. In contrast, mild depolarization with elevated KCl produced a robust increase in fluorescence. Bin size: 5F/F(%). ***p � 0.001.
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KCC2 immunoreactivity, WFA stain intensity increased with age
(F(4,218) 	 14.48, p � 0.001, n 	 4, two-way ANOVA; Fig. 3B).
Although overall WFA levels were initially low throughout the thal-
amus of P5 rats (25.0 � 1.8 A.U.), overall WFA staining was elevated
in P20 rats (49.7 � 7.0 A.U., p 	 0.0011) and further increased by
P40 (72.7 � 7.6 A.U., p � 0.001). This observation is consistent with
prior findings showing that WFA staining first appears between P7–
P14 in many regions of the mouse brain and further increases as the
extracellular matrix matures during the next few weeks of develop-
ment (Horii-Hayashi et al., 2015). Across the ages we evaluated,
there was greater mean WFA staining throughout the RT nucleus
(57.6 � 3.4 A.U., n 	 20), relative to mean levels in VB (39.9 � 2.6
A.U., n 	 20, F(1,218) 	 16.31, p � 0.001, n 	 4, two-way ANOVA).
Intense WFA staining of white matter tracts is likely nonspecific as it
is not eliminated by enzymatic reduction of CSPGs (Ajmo et al.,
2008; Fig. 4F). An overall similar pattern of WFA staining was like-
wise detected in P10–P40 mice (Fig. 3).

As with measurements of KCC2 immunoreactivity (Fig. 1D),
WFA staining was also evaluated in a linear ROI that extended
from the anterior-most edge to the lateral-most edge of the RT
nucleus, and was then subdivided into 10 equal segments (Fig.
3A, bottom left, Fig. 1C). We calculated the mean fluorescence
intensity within each segment.

When WFA labeling in each segment along the anterior-to-
lateral axis was compared with the mean intensity across all of RT,
we found that WFA levels were not uniform across segments of
the RT nucleus of P10 rats (F(10,202) 	 9.82, p � 0.001, n 	 4,
one-way ANOVA; Fig. 3C). Relative to the mean WFA intensity
within RT, WFA staining was increased in a central segment of
RT (segment 6: 119 � 5.5%, p 	 0.0047). We also observed that
WFA intensity varied along the extent of the RT nucleus in P40
rats (F(10,254) 	 5.49, p � 0.001, n 	 4, one-way ANOVA). There

was reduced WFA staining in the anterior-most segment of the
RT nucleus (segment 1: 86 � 3.6%, p 	 0.0046) relative to the
mean WFA intensity within RT.

Considering that RT neurons maintain a surprisingly low
[Cl�]i, despite the low expression of KCC2 in the RT nucleus, we
next tested the hypothesis that elevated CSPGs surrounding RT
neurons (as indicated by our WFA staining) provide a compen-
satory mechanism of [Cl�]i regulation. Therefore, we measured
the impact of reducing [A]o surrounding RT neurons in P10 –P20
rats. The enzyme ChABC digests the chondroitin sulfate polysac-
charide elements of CSPGs (Yamagata et al., 1968) and releases
negatively charged sulfate groups, thereby reducing [A]o (Glykys
et al., 2014a). We measured changes in EGABA between neurons
incubated in ChABC (0.4 U/ml, 37°C) for 2 h and control neu-
rons incubated in the absence of ChABC.

Using perforated patch recordings, we found that the initial
EGABA measurement in ChABC-treated RT neurons (�63 � 3.2
mV, n 	 7; Fig. 4A) was unchanged from control RT neurons
(�60 � 2.9 mV, t(13) 	 0.66, p 	 0.52, n 	 8; Fig. 4C). Likewise,
the initial EGABA measurement in ChABC-treated VB neurons
(�70 � 5.4 mV, n 	 7; Fig. 4B) was no different from control VB
neurons, (�74 � 2.1 mV, t(15) 	 0.69, p 	 0.50, n 	 10; Fig. 4C).
Whereas the initial measurement of EGABA was not different be-
tween ChABC-treated and control RT neurons, we observed an
effect of ChABC treatment when EGABA measurements were re-
peated at 2.5 min intervals over a 15 min period (F(1,68) 	 8.74,
p 	 0.0043, n 	 7,7, two-way ANOVA; Fig. 4D). Across all time
points, ChABC-treated RT neurons underwent a greater, average
shift in EGABA (�3.3 � 0.7 mV, n 	 7) than control neurons
(�0.2 � 0.8 mV, n 	 7). The impact of ChABC treatment on
the EGABA of RT neurons was particularly evident at 12.5 min
(control: �0.9 � 3.4 mV, n 	 7; ChABC-treated: �8.1 � 1.9

Figure 3. CSPGs are elevated around RT neurons. A, Immunofluorescence of parvalbumin (green) and labeling of CSPGs with WFA (red) in horizontal sections of rat thalamus at different
developmental time points. All images are oriented with the anterior (A) aspect of the thalamus toward the top, the lateral (L) aspect toward the right. Dotted lines indicate the boundaries of the
RT nucleus in the enlarged images. B, WFA staining increased across the ages we tested and was consistently elevated in the RT nucleus, relative to VB. C, Intensity of WFA labeling was measured
in an ROI, subdivided into 10 segments, that extended from the anterior to the lateral extent of the RT nucleus (A, bottom left, Fig. 1C) and values were normalized to the mean intensity across this
entire span. WFA labeling showed slight regional variability in both P10 and P40 rats. A similar pattern of WFA labeling was observed in mice. **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.
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mV, n 	 7). There was no effect of either ChABC treatment
(F(1,82) 	 1.94, p 	 0.17, n 	 7,9, two-way ANOVA) or time
(F(5,82) 	 0.57, p 	 0.72, n 	 7,9, two-way ANOVA) on the EGABA

of VB neurons (Fig. 4E). The modest effect of ChABC treatment
on EGABA motivated us to evaluate treatment efficacy in an inde-
pendent manner. Toward this end, we prepared acute brain slices
(300 �m) and then treated them in the same, aforementioned
manner. However, rather than performing electrophysiological
measurements, we performed WFA labeling protocols on control
and ChABC-treated slices to localize CSPGs (Fig. 4F). We ob-
served that mean RT WFA fluorescence was lower in ChABC-
treated (34.3 � 0.5 A.U.) versus control slices (42.5 � 1.6 A.U.,
t(15) 	 4.15, p 	 0.0024, n 	 4; Fig. 4G), an effect particularly
evident when the change was measured by first normalizing RT
fluorescence to adjacent, VB fluorescence levels (control: 25.3 �
3.1%; ChABC: �1.8 � 1.5%, t(15) 	 6.19, p � 0.0001, n 	 4; Fig.
4H). This observation confirms that the ChABC treatment pro-
tocol used in our perforated patch experiments was indeed asso-
ciated with a significant reduction in [A]o.

Collectively, these results indicate that although elevated lev-
els of [A]o surround RT neurons, perturbing CSPGs only affected
Cl� regulation following prolonged periods of stimulation. Con-

sidering that [A]o did not exert a very large impact on the [Cl�]i

of RT neurons, we next tested the hypothesis that the apparently
low level of KCC2 expression in the RT nucleus nonetheless ac-
tively contributes to [Cl�]i regulation.

KCC2 is a significant regulator of [Cl �]i in RT neurons
Due to the generally low Cl� flux of resting neurons, it has been
proposed that even minimal KCC2 might provide sufficient Cl�

extrusion to maintain a hyperpolarizing EGABA (Blaesse et al.,
2009). To determine whether the apparently reduced level of
KCC2 functionally contributes to maintaining a hyperpolarized
EGABA in RT neurons, the selective KCC inhibitor VU0463271
(Delpire et al., 2012) was applied during perforated patch record-
ings in P10 –P20 rats. Although VU0463271 may act on KCCs
other than KCC2, brain mRNA levels for KCC1, KCC3 and
KCC4 are much lower than for KCC2 (Kaila et al., 2014). There is
also no sign that KCC1, KCC3 or KCC4 localize within the thal-
amus (Rivera et al., 1999; Le Rouzic et al., 2006).

The addition of VU0463271 (10 �M) produced a clear shift to
a more depolarized EGABA in perforated patch recordings of RT
neurons (Fig. 5A). VU0463271 application produced a time-
dependent shift in the EGABA of RT neurons (F(7,32) 	 24.25, p �

Figure 4. CSPGs mildly contribute to setting EGABA in RT neurons. Gramicidin perforated patch recordings of muscimol-induced (100 �M, 10 ms) currents from RT (A) and VB (B) neurons at various
command potentials, following a 2 h incubation in ChABC (0.4 U/ml, 37°C). The leak current has been subtracted from the representative traces. EGABA was determined from the intersection of the
prestimulation leak current and the muscimol-induced current (red arrow). C, ChABC did not alter the initial measurement of EGABA in either RT or VB neurons, relative to control neurons incubated
in the absence of ChABC. D, When EGABA measurements were repeated every 2.5 min, ChABC treatment produced a small depolarizing shift in EGABA in RT neurons. E, No time-dependent shift in EGABA

occurred in ChABC-treated VB neurons. F, Immunofluorescence of parvalbumin (green) and labeling of CSPGs with WFA (red) of control and ChABC-treated thalamic slices (300 �m) indicates that
ChABC (0.4 U/ml, 37°C) effectively reduces CSPGs surrounding RT neurons. G, WFA labeling in the RT nucleus of ChABC-treated slices was reduced relative to control slices. H, WFA labeling in RT was
first normalized to VB levels, thereby revealing a clear effect of ChABC treatment. **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.
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0.001, n 	 5, one-way ANOVA), which first became clear following
5 min of treatment with VU0463271 (�12 � 1.5 mV, p � 0.001;
Fig. 5A2). Overall, the baseline EGABA (�58 � 3.4 mV) became more
depolarized following 10 min of VU0463271 application (�42 � 5.4
mV, t(4) 	 6.24, p 	 0.0034, n 	 5, paired t test; Fig. 5A3).

As in RT neurons, there was a time-dependent shift in the
EGABA of VB neurons following VU0463271 application (F(7,32) 	
14.38, p � 0.001, n 	 5, one-way ANOVA; Fig. 5B). This shift in
EGABA first became clear following 2.5 min of treatment with
VU0463271 (�9 � 4.4 mV, p 	 0.04; Fig. 5B2). Overall,
VU0463271 also depolarized the EGABA of VB neurons (baseline:
�69 � 5.6 mV; post-VU0463271: �52 � 8.7 mV, t(4) 	 7.47, p 	
0.0017, n 	 5, paired t test; Fig. 5B3). In control experiments, no
similar time-dependent shift in EGABA was observed (data not
shown), comparable to the minimal change of EGABA observed in
control recordings from our ChABC experiments (Fig. 4, com-
pare D, E).

As with our initial measurements of EGABA in RT neurons, we
again used calcium imaging to examine responses of larger pop-
ulations of neurons, now preincubated with VU0463271 (10 �M)
for 5 min before the start of recording. Preincubation was neces-
sary because responses evoked by local muscimol perfusion at-
tenuated following multiple rounds of application (data not
shown). A 2 min application of muscimol now produced a more
varied response, with an increase in fluorescence occurring in
most RT neurons (Fig. 5C). In aggregate, muscimol stimulation
evoked a small, but now positive, 5.5% change in median fluo-
rescence (Interquartile range �4.9 –12.4%, n 	 1722 cells, n 	 6
animals; Fig. 5E). As before, mildly depolarizing VU0463271-
preincubated, RT neurons with the addition of 10 mM KCl for 2
min produced a robust increase in fluorescence (22.2%, inter-
quartile range 16.0 –31.1%; n 	 1732 cells, n 	 6 animals, Z 	
35.92, p � 0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum test; Fig. 5D).

When the median calcium imaging response per animal was
compared across the four conditions tested (compare Figs. 2E–G
and 5C–E), larger changes in fluorescence occurred in VU0463271-
treated brain slices (15.4 � 2.5%, n 	 12) than in controls (10.5 �
4.6%, n 	 14; F(1,22) 	 4.76, p 	 0.040, two-way aligned rank
transform ANOVA; Fig. 5F). The response to a mild depolariza-
tion with KCl was very similar between control (23.1 � 5.9%, n 	
7) and VU0463271 pretreated brain slices (22.6 � 2.1%, n 	 6).
Therefore, the observed treatment effect is likely due to the dif-
ference in the muscimol-induced change in fluorescence between
control (�2.0 � 1.4%, n 	 7) and VU0463171 pretreated brain
slices (8.2 � 1.9%, n 	 6). The impact of VU0463271 on
muscimol-induced responses is consistent with the depolarizing
EGABA shift we observed in VU0463271-treated RT neurons.

As we have found that either inhibiting KCC2 or reducing
[A]o depolarizes the EGABA of RT neurons, we now sought to
assess the interaction of these two mechanisms in regulating
[Cl�]i. Similar to prior experiments, we applied VU0463271 dur-
ing perforated patch recordings from P10 to P20 rats in brain
slices that were either incubated in ChABC (0.4 U/ml, 37°C) for
2 h or control slices incubated in the absence of ChABC (Fig. 5G).
We found that the average change in EGABA measured in ChABC-
treated neurons (�7.7 � 1.2 mV), across all times of VU0463271
exposure, was larger than in control-treated neurons (�5.4 � 0.6
mV; F(1,100) 	 5.66, p 	 0.020, n 	 4,8, two-way ANOVA). This
observation suggests that VU0463271 and ChABC treatment act
through distinct molecular mechanisms.

Although VU0463271 is thought to specifically antagonize
the KCCs, we sought to validate the role of KCC2 in RT neurons
using an additional method. Intracellular Cs� is known to effec-

tively reduce the ability of KCC2 to extrude Cl� (Williams and
Payne, 2004). Therefore, rather than the KCl-based recording
pipette solution we used in prior experiments, we now used a CsCl-
based solution. Recordings from RT neurons using the aforemen-
tioned CsCl internal solution revealed a more depolarized EGABA

during the 5 min of baseline recording (�54 � 2.9 mV; Fig. 6A)
than found when using a KCl pipette solution (Fig. 2C). The
depolarized reversal potential observed using a Cs-based internal
solution appears to result from the blockade of KCC2, because
subsequent application of VU0463271 (10 �M) produced no sig-
nificant, time-dependent shift in EGABA (F(7,31) 	 0.62, p 	 0.74,
n 	 5, one-way ANOVA; Fig. 6A2). Thus, VU0463271 had little
overall effect on the EGABA of RT neurons (�45 � 4.5 mV, n 	 5;
t(4) 	 1.72, p 	 0.16, paired t test; Fig. 6A3).

Similar to RT neurons, the baseline EGABA of VB neurons was
less hyperpolarized when recorded with a CsCl internal solution
(Fig. 6B). Nonetheless, we observed a small, time-dependent shift
in EGABA in response to application of VU0463271 (F(7,31) 	
16.92, p 	 0.0025, n 	 5, one-way ANOVA) following 7.5 min of
treatment (�5 � 1.1 mV; p 	 0.011; Fig. 6B2). Overall, the
baseline EGABA (�69 � 1.4 mV) became more depolarized fol-
lowing 10 min of VU0463271 application (�65 � 1.0 mV; t(4) 	
4.74, p 	 0.009, n 	 5, paired t test; Fig. 6B3). The ability to still
detect VU0463271 sensitivity may reflect a greater resiliency of
VB neurons to the impact of a Cs-based internal solution on
KCC2 function.

Together, these findings suggest that the KCC2 expressed in
the RT nucleus still contributes significantly to maintaining a
relatively low baseline [Cl�]i, which in turn supports inhibitory
responses to GABAergic signaling in RT neurons. However, it
remains possible that reduced KCC2 expression diminishes the
capacity of RT neurons to maintain a low [Cl�]i during intense
periods of GABAergic signaling.

RT neurons have a diminished ability to recover from
Cl � loading
Although RT neurons express sufficient levels of KCC2 to main-
tain a low basal [Cl�]i, it remains unclear how relatively limited
KCC2 expression impacts the responses of RT neurons to more
intense periods of GABAergic signaling. In the cortical undercut
model, a reduction in KCC2 expression is not accompanied by a
shift in basal EGABA, although Cl� accumulates faster in these
neurons during stimulation (Jin et al., 2005). Therefore, we tested
the capacity of RT neurons to resist Cl� loading during repetitive
GABAergic signaling, and the rate at which Cl� extrusion returns
EGABA to basal levels once stimulation has ceased.

Cl� loading and recovery was measured using perforated
patch recordings where the membrane potential of the neuron
was held at �30 mV for 500 ms, and then ramped from �100 to
�10 mV over a duration of 500 ms (Fig. 7A). This voltage-clamp
protocol was repeated once per second for 100 s. Following a 10 s
period of baseline recording, Cl� loading was induced with ten
20 ms puffs of 100 �M muscimol, occurring once every 3 s (Fig.
7A). Muscimol was applied while the neuron was voltage-clamped
at �30 mV to promote Cl� entry. EGABA was determined by finding
the voltage at which the baseline and Cl� loading current traces
intersected, following correction for the voltage drop across the se-
ries resistance (Fig. 7B, a vs b). Changes in EGABA associated with Cl�

recovery, also determined according to the intersection with baseline
current traces (Fig. 7B, a vs c), were measured for 62 s following the
end of Cl� loading. For each neuron, the time constants for Cl�

loading (�load) and recovery (�rec) were determined by fitting the
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Figure 5. KCC2 regulates EGABA in RT. Gramicidin perforated patch recordings of muscimol-induced (100 �M, 10 ms) currents from RT (A) and VB (B) neurons at various command potentials were
altered by application of the specific KCC2 antagonist VU0463271 (10 �M). A1, B1 A depolarizing shift in EGABA occurring between baseline (black traces) and after 10 min of VU0463271 application
(gray traces) was reflected in a shifted intersection between the prestimulation leak current and the muscimol-induced current. The leak current has been subtracted from the representative traces.
This depolarizing shift was apparent when the time course of the shift in EGABA was measured (A2, B2), and when baseline and 10 min post-VU0463271 (Figure legend continues.)
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measured EGABA values during the rising and falling phases, respec-
tively, with single-exponential functions (Fig. 7C,D).

Our experiments revealed a clear difference in �load between
RT and VB neurons, and indicated that RT neurons are particu-
larly susceptible to Cl� loading. In general, VB neurons displayed
Cl� loading profiles similar to those previously described (Jin et
al., 2005), where the initial EGABA measurement at the start of
loading was comparable to the final EGABA at the end of recovery
(EGABA: �2.0 � 2.0 mV, n 	 16; Fig. 7D,E). Figure 7, C and D
(insets), illustrates how this measurement was calculated. In con-
trast to VB neurons, RT neurons displayed a flat Cl� loading
profile and the EGABA measured at the end of recovery was sub-
stantially below the initial measurement (EGABA: �17.3 � 3.3
mV, n 	 11, t(25) 	 3.81, p � 0.001; Fig. 7C,E). This near-
instantaneous �load is likely due to the initial application of mus-

cimol producing a rapid shift in the EGABA of RT neurons, which
then only returns to basal levels following a prolonged recovery;
our experimental paradigm promotes large Cl� influxes by ap-
plying muscimol while neurons are highly depolarized (Fig. 7A).
Whereas we measured a �load of 8.5 � 0.6 s in VB neurons (data
not shown), such measurements were obscured in RT neurons by
the rapid dynamics of Cl� loading.

Consistent with the limited Cl� extrusion capacity of RT neu-
rons revealed by our Cl� loading measurements, the �rec for RT
neurons (30.3 � 3.7 s, n 	 11) was significantly slower than in VB
neurons (18.3 � 2.3 s, n 	 15, t(24) 	 2.89, p 	 0.008; Fig. 7F). As
with our earlier measurements of basal EGABA, we next investi-
gated whether limited KCC2 nonetheless contributes to Cl�

loading and recovery in RT neurons. Unlike in our basal EGABA

measurements, application of the KCC2 antagonist VU0463271
did not produce a shift in the �rec of RT neurons between baseline
(25.5 � 3.3 s) and 10 min post-VU0463271 (10 �M) measure-
ments (27.2 � 3.1 s, n 	 6, t(5) 	 0.77, p 	 0.47, paired t test; Fig.
7G). In contrast, we observed that the �rec for VB neurons became
slower following 10 min of VU0463271 treatment (16.4 � 3.6 s vs
28.2 � 4.0 s; n 	 8, t(7) 	 2.44, p 	 0.045, paired t test; Fig. 7H).

We also assessed the impact of reducing [A]o on the speed of
recovery from Cl� loading. The �rec for RT neurons incubated in
ChABC (0.4 U/ml, 37°C) for 2 h (32.8 � 4.4 s, n 	 3) was un-
changed from control RT neurons that were incubated in the
absence of ChABC (31.1 � 6.6 s, n 	 4, t(5) 	 0.19, p 	 0.86; Fig.
7I). We also detected no impact of ChABC incubation on the �rec

of VB neurons (20.4 � 3.0 s, n 	 4) compared with control VB
neurons (23.1 � 1.6 s, n 	 5, t(7) 	 0.86, p 	 0.42; Fig. 7I).

Collectively, these extrusion experiments indicate that RT
neurons have a reduced capacity to resist activity-dependent
shifts in [Cl�]i. While VU0463271 was effective in slowing the
rate of Cl� extrusion in VB neurons, we observed no VU0463271

4

(Figure legend continued.) EGABA values where compared (A3, B3). C, Calcium imaging of
GCaMP6s-expressing RT neurons, preincubated in VU0463271 (10 �M) for 5 min, display a
mixed response to a 2 min application of muscimol (5 �M) through a local perfusion system.
ROIs drawn around GCaMP6s-expressing RT neurons are colored according to their peak change
in fluorescence. Examples of the minimum (C1), median (C2), and maximum (C3) fluorescence
change in a particular brain slice following muscimol application. D, Two minutes of elevated
KCl still produced a nearly uniform increase in the fluorescence of RT neurons preincubated in
VU0463271. Examples of the minimum (D1), median (D2), and maximum (D3) fluorescence
changes evoked by elevated KCl application. E, Histograms comparing induced responses in all
cells imaged, across multiple animals. Muscimol produced a slight increase in the median re-
sponse. In contrast, mild depolarization with elevated KCl produced a robust increase in fluo-
rescence. Bin size: 5F/F(%). F, In a comparison of the median GCaMP6s response, per brain
slice, pretreatment with VU0463271 produced a greater increase in fluorescence, across the
stimuli tested. G, Gramicidin perforated patch recordings of muscimol-induced (100 �M, 10 ms)
currents in RT neurons pretreated with ChABC (0.4 U/ml, 2 h at 37°C) displayed a greater
depolarizing shift in EGABA following VU0463271 application (10 �M) than did control treated
neurons. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.

Figure 6. Cs alters [Cl �]i homeostasis in RT neurons. Gramicidin perforated patch recordings of muscimol-induced currents from RT (A) and VB (B) neurons at various command potentials, using
a CsCl-based internal solution. The leak current has been subtracted from the representative traces. A1, Baseline EGABA was more depolarized than in prior recordings with a KCl-based internal
solution. Representative recording and current–voltage plot are shown. A2, Time series revealing that CsCl-based solutions mitigated the effect of VU0463271 application in EGABA, relative to
KCl-based recordings (Fig. 5). A3, Average change in EGABA before and after 10 min of VU0463271 application. B1–B3, Similar measures examined in VB neurons, as described in A1–A3. VU0463271
application still shifted EGABA in VB neurons, although the responses were blunted. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01.
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effect on Cl� extrusion in RT neurons. The lack of VU0463271
sensitivity on Cl� extrusion in RT may result from low KCC2
expression; that is, KCC2 is likely overwhelmed during substan-
tial chloride loading, thereby mitigating the effects of pharmaco-
logical blockade. Due to their lack of efficient Cl� extrusion
mechanisms, RT neurons may be more susceptible to undergoing
a shift from inhibitory to excitatory GABAergic signaling during
periods of repeated stimulation, such as during a seizure.

Low Cl � extrusion may promote the spread of activity
between RT neurons
Although RT neurons maintain a basal [Cl�]i that appears to be
sufficiently low to support inhibitory GABAergic signaling, reduced
levels of KCC2 compromise rapid recovery from Cl� loading in
these neurons. Previous computational models have exam-
ined activity-dependent Cl�accumulation in neurons (Jedlicka et
al., 2011), and how even mildly reduced KCC2-mediated Cl� extru-

Figure 7. Recovery from Cl � loading is limited in RT neurons. A, Schematics of protocol for Cl � loading experiments. Neurons were voltage-clamped at �30 mV for 500 ms and then ramped
from �100 to �10 mV over a duration of 500 ms (left). This protocol lasted one second and was repeated 100 times per cell (right). After 10 s of baseline recording, Cl � was loaded by applying 10
puffs of muscimol (20 ms, 100 �M), once every 3 s, while the neuron was held at �30 mV. B, Gramicidin perforated patch recordings of RT and VB neurons during measurement of Cl � loading and
recovery. EGABA was measured by finding the point in the voltage ramp where the membrane current responses from before (a) and during (b) muscimol application intersected (marked by dotted
line). Cl � recovery was measured by tracking the change in EGABA following the last application of muscimol (a vs c). Single-exponential functions were fit to the shifting EGABA occurring in RT (C)
and VB (D) neurons to determine time constants for Cl � loading and recovery. E, The change in EGABA (EGABA) was measured between the start of Cl � loading and the final reading during Cl �

recovery (C, inset). This measurement indicates that chloride loading occurs rapidly in RT neurons. F, The basal Cl � recovery rate (�rec) was slower in RT than in VB neurons. The �rec in RT neurons
was unaffected by a 10 min application of VU0463271 (G, 10 �M), but became slower in VB neurons (H). I, A 2 h incubation in ChABC (0.4 U/ml, 37°C) did not alter the �rec of either RT or VB neurons.
*p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.
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sion disrupts neural coding (Doyon et al., 2016). We expanded upon
this prior work by modeling the impact of reduced Cl� extrusion on
signaling within a network of RT neurons. We developed this model
primarily to understand how the RT seizure choke point behaves
during low and moderate activity bouts.

Based on prior models used to study seizure activity within the
RT nucleus (Sohal and Huguenard, 2003), we designed a linear
network of 100 RT neurons, in which each cell projected GABAergic
synapses to the eight nearest neurons (Fig. 8A). To approximate
excitatory input to this network, we delivered repetitive, simu-
lated depolarizing current injections to three centrally located
neurons in the array (Cells 46, 51, and 56) to evoke action poten-
tials (Fig. 8B,C1; e.g., Cell 51). In the example shown here, the
three stimulated RT neurons generated action potentials at 30
Hz, and all RT neurons extruded Cl� with a �rec of 32 s, a value
comparable to our experimental results. Evoked action potentials
immediately produced GABAergic currents in neurons postsyn-
aptic to the stimulated cell (Fig. 8C1; e.g., Cell 53, inset). Al-
though each individual postsynaptic potential only generated a
transient increase in [Cl�]i, the slow decay kinetics of IPSCs in
RT neurons (Huntsman and Huguenard, 2006), coupled with
slow Cl� extrusion mechanisms in RT neurons, resulted in a
fairly steady, activity-dependent, elevation in [Cl�]i. Once [Cl�]i

became sufficiently elevated, postsynaptic potentials became su-
prathreshold and evoked action potentials (Fig. 8C2; e.g., Cell
53). Thus, as glutamatergic signaling was not present in our
model, excitatory GABAergic signaling was sufficient to propa-
gate activity within this simplified network.

Next, we examined how varying the �rec within our model
altered the spread of activation. When the �rec was equal to 32 s,
30 Hz stimulation was sufficient to produce activation through-
out the network, including neurons more distant from the sites of
direct stimulation (Fig. 8C3; e.g., Cell 80). When we accelerated
�rec, higher-frequency stimulation was required to recruit activity
within our network (Fig. 8D), as KCC2 more effectively offset
Cl� accumulation between postsynaptic potentials. In aggregate,
we observed a rapid, �rec-dependent, inflection point between
stimulation frequencies unable to recruit network activity and
stimulation frequencies that triggered activity throughout the en-
tire RT network (Fig. 8D). Increasing the stimulation frequency
also effectively reduced the latency for distant neurons to begin
firing action potentials (Fig. 8E). We examined the interplay be-
tween �rec and stimulation frequency on global RT network ac-
tivity across a range of parameters (Fig. 8F). Across this range of
parameters, only a narrow band separated conditions that acti-
vated zero neurons and all neurons in our network, suggesting a
tenuous boundary between normal activity and hyperactivity.
Finally, we also observed that slightly increasing the initial [Cl�]i

of the neurons in our model, comparable to the shift we observed
following the reduction of [A]o with ChABC, slightly promoted
the spread of activity throughout our network (data not shown).

Our model demonstrates that the limited Cl� extrusion capa-
bility of RT neurons, largely dictated by expression of KCC2, has
a considerable impact on the response of this nucleus to excit-
atory drive. Specifically, the model predicts that RT neurons with
a �rec of 32 s, similar to what we measured experimentally, are
more susceptible to an activity-dependent shift toward GABA-
mediated excitation than neurons with a faster �rec. This propensity
for undergoing a shift from inhibitory to excitatory GABAergic sig-
naling allows weaker stimuli to produce activity that spreads
throughout the RT nucleus.

Discussion
We demonstrate that RT neurons maintain a low [Cl�]i despite
showing reduced immunoreactivity for the Cl� transporter KCC2.
The limited KCC2 in RT neurons nonetheless sustains a hyperpolar-
ized EGABA, but restricts Cl� extrusion in response to prolonged
GABAergic signaling. RT neurons are therefore susceptible to an
activity-dependent shift from inhibitory to excitatory GABAergic
signaling. Elevated impermeant anions surrounding RT neurons
contribute modestly to EGABA. Overall, these findings support the
importance of Cl� transporters and impermeant anions in regulat-
ing [Cl�]i in the thalamus and enabling inhibitory GABAergic sig-
naling among RT neurons.

The RT nucleus is a gatekeeper of signaling between cortical
and subcortical structures (Jones, 1975; Pinault, 2004; McAlonan
et al., 2008). Inhibition among RT neurons is hypothesized to
prevent seizures and suppress extraneous sensory input. Re-
garding the former function, intra-RT inhibition is proposed
to establish a seizure choke point that constrains the widespread
thalamic synchrony underlying generalized seizures (Sohal and
Huguenard, 2003; Paz and Huguenard, 2015; Makinson et al.,
2017). Regarding the latter function, inhibitory RT signaling is
proposed to focus attention by filtering extraneous sensory stim-
uli (Crick, 1984; McAlonan et al., 2008; Halassa et al., 2014; Wim-
mer et al., 2015; Wells et al., 2016). Comprising this focusing
mechanism produces sensory gating deficits. Indeed, hallucina-
tions and delusions associated with schizophrenia are hypothe-
sized to result from RT neuron dysfunction (Krause et al., 2003;
Egerton et al., 2005; Ferrarelli and Tononi, 2011; Ahrens et al.,
2015). If seizure regulation and attention gating requires inhibi-
tion within the RT nucleus, then we show that they do so under
tenuous circumstances.

GABAergic signaling inhibits RT neurons
Utilizing electrophysiological and calcium imaging techniques,
we find that RT neuron activity is, in aggregate, inhibited by
GABA. Our measured EGABA for RT neurons (�62 � 3.0 mV) is
substantially more hyperpolarized than RT action potential
threshold (Dreyfus et al., 2010; Muñoz and Fuentealba, 2012;
��47 mV). As in vivo recordings reveal that RT neurons rest at
�62 mV (Bazhenov et al., 1999), our results indicate that GABAA

receptor activation clamps RT neurons at their resting membrane
potential. Indeed, our calcium imaging reveals that most RT neu-
rons respond to muscimol with minimal change in fluorescence
(median F/F 	 �2.8%, interquartile range �7.1– 4.8%; Fig.
2G), suggesting that GABAA receptor activation does not alter
resting membrane potential. Even if RT neurons rest at �69 mV,
as reported in vitro (Gentet and Ulrich, 2003), then GABAA re-
ceptor activation would nonetheless promote shunting inhibi-
tion (Edwards, 1990; Staley and Mody, 1992; Blaesse et al., 2009).

It remains possible that a subthreshold membrane depolariza-
tion resulting from GABAA-receptor activation evokes action po-
tentials in RT neurons. Modest GABA-induced depolarizations
may recruit low voltage-activated, T-type Ca 2� channels that
further depolarize RT neurons toward firing threshold (Sun et al.,
2012). If true, then a widespread increase in muscimol-induced
GCaMP fluorescence would likely result. However, muscimol
only intensified fluorescence in a few RT neurons, possibly
reflecting cells initially resting at relatively hyperpolarized mem-
brane potentials with more available T-type channels (Perez-
Reyes, 2003; Dreyfus et al., 2010). Alternatively, brighter cells
may have corresponded to the small subpopulation of RT
neurons with a more depolarized basal EGABA, reflecting the
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Figure 8. Computational modeling of [Cl �]i dynamics in a network of RT neurons. A, Network composed of a linear array of 100 RT neurons, each projecting GABAergic synapses to the eight
nearest neurons. Current injections to Cells 46, 51, and 56 simulated excitatory inputs to this network. B, Graphical representation of evolving [Cl �]i within all model RT neurons over time. Action
potential activity generated by individual model RT neurons is overlaid. White vertical lines indicate action potentials in neurons directly receiving current injection, whereas black vertical lines
indicate synaptically evoked action potentials. In a network wherein Cells 46, 51, and 56 received 30 Hz stimulation and all cells were characterized by a Cl � recovery rate (�rec) of 32 s, [Cl �]i initially
increased only in the neurons receiving direct GABAergic projections from the stimulated cells. Over time, however, activity propagated throughout (Figure legend continues.)
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heterogeneity of distinct subpopulations known to exist within
RT (Lee et al., 2007; Clemente-Perez et al., 2017).

KCC2 is an important regulator of [Cl �]i in RT neurons
Reduced KCC2 mRNA (Kanaka et al., 2001) and protein (Barthó
et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2012) in RT neurons of adult rodents
predict that GABAergic signaling is excitatory. However, ana-
tomical experiments are unable to evaluate KCC2 function. Re-
cording EGABA with the selective KCC antagonist VU0463271
reveals that even limited KCC2 in RT neurons contributes to Cl�

homeostasis. Although VU0463271 has minimal off-target inter-
actions, it does inhibit �1B adrenergic receptors (Delpire et al.,
2012; Sivakumaran et al., 2015). As adrenergic signaling may alter
KCC2 surface stability and transporter efficacy (Mahadevan and
Woodin, 2016), VU0463271 may alter [Cl�]i via an indirect,
albeit still KCC2-dependent mechanism. Whereas VU0463271
analogues antagonize other KCCs beyond KCC2 (Delpire and
Weaver, 2016), the thalamus appears to only express KCC2 (Ri-
vera et al., 1999; Le Rouzic et al., 2006).

To validate VU0463271, we performed a subset of perforated
patch recordings with a Cs-based pipette solution. Although this
approach prevents anionic contamination of recorded neurons,
cations still diffuse through gramicidin pores and alter intracel-
lular ionic concentrations (Myers and Haydon, 1972). Whereas
K� and Cs� ions are both substrates for Cl� transport by KCC2,
Cs� translocation occurs at a significantly slower rate, restricting
Cl� extrusion and effectively inhibiting KCC2 (Williams and
Payne, 2004). The occlusion of a VU0463271 effect by Cs� indi-
cates that both compounds impact EGABA by blocking the action
of KCC2. Cs-based recording solutions have previously yielded
noticeably higher measurements of [Cl�]i in RT neurons (Sun et
al., 2012).

[A]o only mildly impact [Cl �]i regulation in RT neurons
Our anatomical staining shows that CSPGs, a major source of
[A]o, are elevated in the RT nucleus by the second postnatal week,
consistent with past investigations (Vitellaro-Zuccarello et al.,
2001; Gáti et al., 2010). Regional and cell-type-specific heteroge-
neity exists in CSPG localization (Matthews et al., 2002), and
WFA preferentially labels CSPGs surrounding parvalbumin-
positive interneurons (Gáti et al., 2010). Heightened WFA label-
ing surrounding RT neurons matches the nearly homogenous
population of parvalbumin-positive interneurons in this nucleus. In
contrast, the limited WFA labeling of VB neurons is attributed to a
sparse localization of CSPGs around the preterminal compartments
of axons (Gáti et al., 2010).

Whereas ChABC treatment increases [Cl�]i in hippocampal
neurons (Glykys et al., 2014a), we observed no change in the basal
EGABA of RT or VB neurons following a 2 h incubation in ChABC.

However, the EGABA of ChABC-treated RT neurons became more
depolarized following repeated measurement. This observation is
consistent with the hypothesis that [A]o can define a set point for
EGABA, but that other mechanisms likely provide the Cl� flux
required for the neuron to equilibrate to this new level (Delpire
and Staley, 2014). Our repeated measurements of EGABA involved
repetitive GABAA receptor activation, which may have provided
a sufficient Cl� flux to unmask the impact of ChABC treatment.
Nevertheless, whereas Glykys et al. (2014a) found ChABC treatment
of hippocampal neurons produced a 16 mM increase in [Cl�]i, the
greatest change in EGABA we observed in RT neurons was only equiv-
alent to a 4 mM increase in [Cl�]i. Utilizing a more intense ChABC
treatment or a higher throughput technique to measure changes in
[Cl�]i, such as Clomeleon imaging (Dzhala et al., 2012; Wimmer et
al., 2015), may permit the unmasking of a greater contribution of
[A]o to Cl� homeostasis in thalamic neurons.

Slow Cl � extrusion enhances spreading activation among
RT neurons
While the steady-state EGABA value measured in RT neurons sup-
ports inhibition, low KCC2 expression significantly slows Cl�

extrusion in RT neurons. Repeated GABAA receptor activation
produces rapid [Cl�]i accumulation and an associated depolar-
izing GABAergic response (Staley et al., 1995; Kuner and Augus-
tine, 2000; Jedlicka et al., 2011). Having both weaker initial
GABAergic inhibition and a diminished capacity to recover from
activity-dependent Cl� influx, RT neurons appear predisposed
to shift toward excitatory GABAergic signaling when repeatedly
stimulated. Indeed, our computational model suggests that slow
Cl� extrusion leaves RT neurons susceptible to undergoing an
inhibitory-to-excitatory shift after receiving a train of GABAergic
inputs. Slower RT neuron Cl� extrusion rates also correlate with
a reduced threshold to evoke excitatory signaling and accelerate
the spread of excitatory GABAergic signaling throughout the net-
work. We hypothesize that this recapitulates the characteristic
sudden onset of absence seizures (Lüttjohann and van Luijtelaar,
2015), occurring once the inhibitory choke point formed by the
RT nucleus is overwhelmed.

Years of anatomical evidence reveal the presence of GABAergic
synapses onto RT neurons (Ahlsén and Lindström, 1982; Yen et
al., 1985; Ohara, 1988; Cox et al., 1996), and electrophysiological
studies suggest that RT neurons are functionally connected via
GABAergic synapses (Zhang and Jones, 2004; Deleuze and Hu-
guenard, 2006; Makinson et al., 2017). However, the existence of
intra-RT connectivity remains debated (Landisman et al., 2002;
Cruikshank et al., 2010; Hou et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the sub-
stantia nigra pars reticulata (Paré et al., 1990), globus pallidus
(Nauta, 1979), and basal forebrain (Asanuma and Porter, 1990)
also provide GABAergic input to RT neurons. These inputs will
likewise inhibit RT neuron activity, due to the low [Cl�]i we have
measured. Regardless of the source, GABAA receptor-mediated
signaling onto RT neurons modulates rhythmic thalamic oscilla-
tions. Both local application of the GABAA antagonist bicuculline
(Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 1997) and targeted knockdown
of the �3 GABAA subunit (Huntsman et al., 1999) selectively block
GABAergic signaling in the RT nucleus, without impacting other
thalamic neurons. In both cases, reducing GABAA receptor-medi-
ated inputs to RT neurons promotes absence seizure-like hypersyn-
chronous oscillations.

Conclusions
In sum, the findings of this study demonstrate that GABAergic
inhibition is tenuous within the RT nucleus. Weak chloride extru-

4

(Figure legend continued.) the entire network. C, Example Vm (red) and [Cl �]i (blue) traces from
Cells 51, 53, and 80 from B. Cell 51 received direct, current stimulation. Cell 53 received mono-
synaptic input from a stimulated cell. Cell 80 was more distant from the site of stimulation.
Expanded insets show the shifts in Vm and [Cl �]I at various time points during the propagation
of activity within the RT network (C1–C3). When [Cl �]i became sufficiently elevated for
GABAergic signaling to evoke action potentials in these neurons (C2), the rise in [Cl �]i began to
spread throughout the network, along with an increase in the number of cells firing action
potentials (C3). D, Higher-frequency stimulation increased the number of activated neurons
(arrows indicate the inflection point where activation first occurs) and (E) decreased the time
required to first evoke action potentials (Cell 53, solid lines; Cell 80, dashed lines). F, Both slower
�rec and more frequent stimulation were correlated with an increased likelihood of activity
spreading within the RT nucleus.
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sion mechanisms render RT neurons susceptible to an activity-
dependent switch to GABAergic excitation. These findings have
important implications for RT’s proposed role as a seizure choke
point for generalized epilepsies.
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